activity in several transcription factors. Computational analysis of microarray results yields a picture of the overlapping network architecture that enables such fine-tuned responses.
Renée Schroeder (Max F. Perutz Laboratories, University of Vienna, Austria): Genomic SELEX for the identification of novel non-coding RNAs independent of their expression level. SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) enables discovery of the functions of "silent" (apparently noncoding) RNAs, in this case of human and E. coli RNAs with affinity for important small ligands.
Terry Speed (University of California, Berkeley, USA and Walter & Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Melbourne, Australia): Genome-wide genotyping: the great classification challenge. In a few years, we may be able to identify all places at which an individual's genome differs from a reference genome, which poses an enormous statistical challenge. How can it be met? Special Sessions (half-days throughout the conference)
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Industry Track
Presentations by researchers in industry lasting 20-25 minutes, describing a business/scientific problem, the approach used, the current state of the project, project demonstration, an evaluation of the benefits, and future developments. Schedule available at the meeting. 
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Morning (0830 -1230):
Comparative analysis of protein structures: Principles, tools, and applications for establishing evolutionary relationship and predicting function -Workflow approaches to transcriptomics analysisOntologies for biomedicine: How to make and use them -Exploring computational biology with a massively parallel high-performance computing environmentGenomes, browsers, and databases: Tools for integrating sequence and annotation data from multiple genomes -Implementing phylogenetic workflows for comparative genomics using BioPerl -Genomic data fusion for gene prioritization and function prediction Afternoon (1330 -1730): Gene and protein networks -Automatic text analysis based on Web services -Reverse-engineering mammalian transcriptional regulatory circuits -Systems biology of host-pathogen interactions and microbial communities -Comprehensive analysis of Affymetrix exon expression data using BioConductor -Introduction to phylogenetic networks -Introduction to bioinformatics for glycomics research
